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PROTON IRRADIATION OF SiH -Fe(CO) -H 0 ICES AND TBE PRODUCTION OF 
REFRACTORY SILICATES: TYPLICATIONS 808 THE BOLL NEBULA; J. A .  Nuth 
(NASAIGSFC) and M. H. Moore (U. MD/Cornell) 

The destruction of silicate grains by in erstellar shocks has been 1 observed to occur in the interstellar medium , although the magnitude and 
efficiency of the destruction process is still a matter of considerable 
debate. Metal atoms released into the interstellar medium are eventually 
adsorbed onto grain surfaces and may react with the surface or with other 
adsorbed species. In either case there is a strong likelihood that such metal 
atoms will combine with adsorbed hydrogen or with molecular ices such as CO, 
NH or H20 and will therefore form v ious silanes, metal hydrides, hydroxides 
an8 carbonyls rather than silicates.8 These nrefractoryn ices could then 
undergo processing in the interstellar medium via W photolysis or cosmic ray 
bomb dment in much the same manner as is postulated to occur in organic "5 ices. 

We report the results of a number of experiments in which SiH4-Fe(C0)5-H20 
ice mixtures were irradiated by 1 MeV protons at 15 K and then warmed to room 
temperature in approximately 50 K steps. The properties of a sample were 
monitored by observing its infrared spectrum in reflection as a function of 
its processing history. In each experiment in which ice samples containing 
SiH4 were irradiated, a refractory amorphous silicate residue remained after 
warming to room temperature. In addition to the usual broad silicate features 
at 10 and 20 microns, features due to water or hydroxyl at 3 and 6.2 microns 
and a feature due to CO at 5 microns, we observed a surprizingly stable 
infrared feature at 4.6 microns, attributed by us to the SiH stretching 
fundamental, which is similar to an as ye unidentified infrared feature 
observed in the protostellar source W33A.I Confirmation of the presence of 
processed refractory ice in such a protostellar source would imply the 
presence of these materials in the solar nebular as well. Studies are in 
progress to determine the morphology and structure of the silicate grains 
produced via this process as well as the degree of isotopic fractionation and 
the eficiency with which noble gases are trapped in such residues. 
Limitations of the current experimental data will also be discussed. 
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